[Left ventricular diastolic function in hypertensive heart diseases. Comparison of results obtained by echocardiography and mechanocardiography].
Usefulness of computerized mechanocardiography and echocardiography in the bedside diagnosis of impaired left ventricular diastolic function is established in a study comparing 17 hypertensive cardiomyopathy patients and 17 hypertrophic obstructive patients to 20 control. The echocardiographic study involves the ratio A/E obtained from the diastolic motion of the mitral valve and max DD/dtN, the peak rate of maximal diastolic dimension change. Both measurements allow statistical differentiation between pathological conditions and the control. The mechanocardiographic evaluation of left ventricular diastolic function provides easily three different parameters of diastolic function: isovolumic relaxation by the interval B2 alpha-0 or by t-dr/dt and the ratio dr/dt/A2, left ventricular stiffness by the A/H ratio and TRR the time of rapid filling. The mechanocardiographic indices allow clear distinction between the control group and the hypertrophic conditions for all the measured parameters giving evidence for an increased isovolumic relaxation period with a reduced velocity of relaxation, an increase in left ventricular stiffness and in the case of the hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy, a prolonged time of rapid filling.